
Guard Your Heart! 
Proverbs 4:20-27            February 18, 2018 
 
1. The Hebrew word for “heart” has no English equivalent  

46X in Proverbs;   858 X in Hebrew Scriptures (OT) 
 

2. “Heart” is your innermost being; all-encompassing core  
a. Distinguished from your physical heart (Psalm 73:26) 
b. Includes thought, feeling, decisions, inclinations 

 

3. The heart is the control  center of life (Ezek. 36:26-27) 
 

4. Jesus taught whatever is in the heart comes out eventually 
a. Both good and evil yield  ‘ fruit ’ (Luke 6:43-45) 
b. Living water flows  from the Spirit (John 7:37-39) 
c. An unclean heart exports  evil (Matthew 15:16-20) 

 

“Above all else, guard your heart, 
for it is the wellspring of life.” 

 
So, how do you “guard your heart?”  
Make sure the rest of your body is in compliance . 
 

MOUTH Speech (4:24) “put it far away from you”  
twisted, devious, brutal, half-truths, lies, deception, distortion, 
hurtful humor, intimidation, slander, flippant, cynical chatter 

 

EYES Thought (4:25) “look where you are going” 
 The heart decides/directs; the eyes stay  on the road 
 Pay attention; distracted driving is deadly   
 

FEET Deeds (4:26-27) “take sure paths; place each foot carefully” 
 (positively) a firm commitment  to walk in wisdom 
 (negatively) don’t swerve ; “hold your line” in cycling 
 
A changed heart produces a changed life from the inside out! 

L i f e G r o u p  H o m e w o r k  
 
What insight, observation or principle did you find eye-opening, 
helpful, or troubling from this sermon? 
 
 
 
1. READ James 3:9-12. What is the relationship between our 

words that come out and what is on the inside? 
 

 
 
2. READ Ephesians 1:18-19. When the “eyes of your heart” are 

wide open, what three things will you know about God? 
 

a. 
 

b. 
 

c. 
 

How will those truths on the inside affect your outward acts? 
 
 
 
3. Read and discuss the following paraphrase of Proverbs 4:23.  

Can you work on the inside of your life? How? 
 

“Put everything you have into the care of your heart 
      For it determines what your life amounts to.” 
 
 

4.    agree/disagree 
All spiritual change in the Christian life begins on the inside 
before finding expression in outward behavior. 

 
 
 
5. READ Matthew 23:25-26. What did the Pharisees get wrong? 

How can you avoid the same error? 
 
 
 


